Workstation accessories

Workstation accessories
Creating flexible solutions for vibration isolation
A better working
environment

F01 Frame 120x75 platform size

Our accessories and options can be used with
any of our range of tables and platforms over
60x60cm to improve the environment for your
instruments as well as making your work
easier. Workstations provide a tailored working
environment with vibration isolation built in,
making working with sensitive instruments
both faster and easier, greatly increasing the
reliability of measurements in your laboratory.
The platforms are simply bolted onto a
standard frame to make a table and the
accessories shown attach to the frames either
directly or through use of the platform guard
option.

Accessories
F01 Frames
F02 Frame shelf on AMT-75x75S

Frames bolt directly to platforms using four bolts.
Legs are made from 60mm square steel box
section with a hard white epoxy powder finish. A
back strut connects the legs together, also made
from box section steel. Levelling feet give 3cm of
adjustment and tilt to ensure the frames stability
on the most uneven of floors. Frames are supplied
in a choice of heights, Standard is 70cm and Lab is
85cm

F02 Frame shelves
F03 Platform guard with F08 arm rest bar
and F15 gel rest on AMF-120x75 table

Frame shelves are made from steel and epoxy
powder coated white, they are located simply over
the frame leg struts

F03 Platform guards

The platform guard option features a pair of
sturdy rails and a pair of sturdy support bars,
which mount directly to the underside of the
platforms. The guards mount directly to these
support bars, which also feature mounting holes
for the active isolation area option, monitor
supports and arm rest bars

F04 Platform shelf
F03 Platform shelf

The platform shelf is 30cm wide and sits directly
onto the gaurd rails. It is quick and easy to remove
F05 is the stainless version of these

F06 Castor feet

These castors incorporate a foot which can be
raised and lowered by a thumbwheel allowing the
workstation to be wheeled around for cleaning or
relocation and then securely fixed onto the floor

Laboratory solutions
We supply a wide range of associated
products such as tables, cabinets and chairs
in a choice of surface finishes, which meet
stringent lab requirements, this includes
stainless steel in a choice of grades, Trespa
and powder epoxy. We can also supply
custom sizes and shapes to fit virtually any
space, allowing users to get the maximum
benefit from the space available.
Excellent working environment

F08 Arm rest bar

F27 Keyboard shelf on AMF-90x75S table

The arm rest bar fixes to the front guard rail and is
adjustable up and down for user comfort. Either a
gel pad F15 or articulated arm rest F16 can be
placed on the bar

F10 Monitor post

Stainless steel and Trespa surfaces
Comfortable ergonomic design

The LCD monitor post bolts to the back guard at
position of either the right or left support bar. It
has an adjustable multi directional arm that
allows the user to place the screen at the height
and position most comfortable for use. It will
support most standard monitor brackets. They
also bolt directly to the AMT table tops (version
shown)

F27 Keyboard shelf
F10 Monitor post

The keyboard shelf attaches to the base of the
platform and is pulled out as required. It measures
50x35cm (WxD) and will accomodate most
keyboards

F28 Active area worktop

The active area option is available for 120x75 and
90x75 size platforms, it comprises a top plate and
two support bars it rests on and an isolation plate
which fits into the aperture in the top plate and
sits on the platform underneath. It offers the
advantage of offering the stability of a large air
table without the loss of working area F29 is the
stainless version
F06 Retractable castor

F28 Active area worktop

